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The consequences of a prohibition of studded tyres

by Gunnar Carlsson
National Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute (VTI)
3-581 01 LINKUPING, SWEDEN

ABSTRACT

During the spring 1980 the discussion concerning the advantagesand

disadvantages of studded tyres was intensified. One of the points

at issue was whether continued use of studded tyres should be per-

mitted in view of the road abrasion caused by the studs.

The National Road Administration commissioned the National Swedish

Road and Traffic Research Institute to estimate the costs and bene-

fits of a prohibition of studded tyres.

The results show that the costs to the society will increase by

SEK 530-1 230 IW annually as a result of prohibiting studded tyres.

The number of accidents in slippery conditions caused by snow and

ice is the completely dominant cost item.

The cost savings of a prohibition of studded tyres will be SEK

700-900 M annually. The largest item is simply the savings obtained

by not investing in studded tyres (SEK 465-595 M annually). The

cost of car washing etc will be reduced by about SEK 16ON|per annum

and the costs of road maintenance will drop by SEK75-145NIannually.

The result is consequently that the costs and benefits of a studded

tyre prohibition are of the same order of magnitude.

Certain consequences of a prohibition has not been possible to

quantify and/or value in monetary terms.

Of these, the most important consequence stem from the fact that

the road surface will no longer be abraded by the studs. This will

result in a smaller amount of dirt on the roads during the winter,

which may improve traffic safety. It will also result in lowerfric-

tion levels on icy and wet roads due to the loss of the roughening

action of the tyre studs. It is not possible to say which of these

effects is the most important one.
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The consequences of a prohibition of studded tyres

by Gunnar Carlsson
National Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute (VTI)
5e58l Ol LINKUPING, SWEDEN

SUMMARY

Over the period l972-l975, extensive investigations were made of

the advantages and disadvantages of studded tyres. The results

were presented in 1975 in the report "Studded tyres" of the Trans-

port Research Delegation.

The most important conclusion was that studded tyres caused an

evident improvement in traffic safety on roads covered by ice and

compacted snow, but that the additional costs to be borne by mo-

torists and the road maintenance authority were considerable. A

prohibition of studded tyres would thus lead to higher accident

costs but would at the same time reduce the costs for both the

drivers who use studded tyres and also for other drivers by virtue

of the fact that the roads would be cleaner during the winter.The

costs to the road maintenance authority of the road abrasion caused

by studded tyres would also be eliminated.

The investigation showed that the positive consequencesc iastudded

tyre prohibition could be valued higher that the cost of the in-

creased number of accidents which would also ensue. However, it

was pointed out that there is no unquestionable method of pricing

accidents and that this matter is, ultimately, of a political na

ture.

During the spring of l980 the discussion concerning the advantages

and disadvantages of studded tyres was intensified. One of the

points at issue was whether continued use of studded tyres should

be permitted in view of the road abrasion caused by the studs. As

so many changes had occurred since the studded tyre investigation

was made, the National Road Administration commissioned the Na

tional Road and Traffic Research Institute in July l980 to carry

out an outline review of the investigation of l975.
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III

Without new comprehensive investigations, the findings of such a

review will inevitably be open to doubt. They must be based on a

number of' simplified assumptions the reasonableness of which can

be assessed only approximately. The new estimate presented here

relates to the winter of l979/80, and the monetary values are ba-

sed on price levels obtaining in l980.

The estimates are based on the fundamental assumption that the

drivers who use studded tyres today will drivecnitheir summer tyres

the whole year after the use of studded tyres has been prohibited.

The results show that the costs to the society will increase by

SEK 530 - l 230 M annually as a result of prohibit ruastudded'tyres.

The increased number of accidents in slippery conditions caused

by snow and ice is the completely dominant cost item.

The cost savings of a prohibition of studded tyres will be SEK

700 900 M annually. The largest item is simply the savings ob-

tained by not investing in studded tyres(SEK 465 - 595 M annually).

The cost of car washing etc will be reduced by about l60 M per

annum and the costs of road maintenance will drop by SEK 75 - l45

M annually.

The cost/benefit analysis thus shows that the positive and nega

tive consequences of a studded tyre prohibition are of the same

order of magnitude. This is a change from the previous investiga-

tion in which it was concluded that the overall effect of a pro-

hibition of studded tyres would be a gain. This change is due to

a number of factors, the most important of which are

0 reduction in road wear due to more resistant surfacings and
less aggressive studs,

0 the higher price put on accidents in relative terms*.

Certain consequences of a prohibition has not been possible to

quantify and/or value in monetary terms.

 

* The values used are those used by the National Road Administra-
tion for road investment appraisal.
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Of these, the most important negative consequence is that the road

surface will be more slippery when the roughening action of the

tyre studs is no longer Operative.

The most important positive consequence of a studded tyre prohibi-

tion, which has not been valued in monetary terms, is the improve-

ment in traffic safety in the winter, due to less amount of dirt

when surfacings are no longer abraded by tyre studs.

An attempt was finally made to estimate the conseqUences of a

studded tyre prohibition on the assumption that motorists who use

studded tyres at present will use unstudded winter tyres after the

prohibition. The exercise shows that also in this case the nega-

tive and positive consequences of a prohibition are about evenly

balanced.
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BACKGROUND

Over the period 1972-1975, the Transport Research Delegation (TFD)

commissioned a comprehensive investigation of the advantages and

disadvantages of studded tyres (1). The most important conc1usion

of this investigation was that studded tyres had caused an evident

improvement in traffic safety on icy roads, but that the costs to

the road maintenance authorities and motorists were considerab1e.

Whether it was the positive or negative effects which were to be

considered to weigh more heavi1y depends on the way accidents are

priced, which is u1timate1y a po1itica1 matter. In the ana1ysis

carried out, accidents were priced in the same way as for road in

vestments. The nationa1 economic consequences of a studded tyre

prohibition, according to this ana1ysis, are set out be1ow. The

monetary va1ues are expressed in terms of prices obtaining in 1974.

It must be noted that it was not possib1e to quantify and, in par

ticu1ar, to price certain items in this summary. These have been

marked "?".

U999Ei!§-§99§§99§ §§§-9f-§399999-3XC§_9CQDIDIPIQD

Monetary value in SEK M/year,
in terms of 1974 prices

 

0 Increased number of accidents 130 - 290
in the winter

0 Increased journey times in approx. 15
the winter

TOTAL 145 - 305 

EQEIEI!§_SQD§§9!§DE§§_QI_§_§£99999_E¥E§-ECQDIPIEIQD

Monetary va1ue in SE]( M/year,
in terms of 1974 prices

0 Lower motoring costs approx. 140
0 Lower car washing costs 20 - 80
0 Lower costs for road main~ approx. 200

tenance authority
0 Improved traffic safety and/or ?

vehic1e mobi1ity due to 1ess
wear and dirt on roads

 

0 Improved environement (1ess ?
noise etc)

TOTAL 360 - 420 + ?
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According to this anaIysis, prohibition of studded tyres wouId re

suIt in a nationaI economic gain. The anaIysis assumes that aII

drivers who use studded tyres wiII use summer tyres during the win-

ter after a studded tyre prohibition. In actuaI fact, some of the

previous studded tyre users wiII switch to unstudded winter tyres.

No account was however taken to this in the anaIysis, One of the

reasons being that it was not possibIe to isoIate the effect of

studs when the rise in the number of accidents on winter roads was

being quantified.

Since the studded tyre investigation wascarried<mrt,severa1changes

have occurred. The most important of these are:

Increased traffic

Increased use of studded tyres

Increased number of accidents

Higher price put on accidents in reTative terms

Changes in the strategies for surfacing maintenance (greater
use of repaving and surface dressings)

Increased use of tyres with a smaIIer number of studs

0 SmaIIer stud projection and increased use of radiaI tyres
(especiaIIy steeI radiaI tyres).

During the spring of 1980, the discussion concerning the advanta-

ges and disadvantages of studded tyres was intensified. one of the

points put forward was wnether continued use of studded tyres was

appropriate in view of the road wear caused by studs. As so many

changes had occurred since the studded tyre investigation was carried

out, the NationaI Road Administration was of the opinion that an

appraisaI of the way these changes affected the previous concIu-

sions was needed.

The NationaI Road Administration therefore commissioned the NationaI

Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute in JuIy 1980 to carry

out an outIine review of the studded tyre investigation. Without

new comprehensive investigations, the findings of such a review

wiII inevitany be open to doubt. They must be based on a number

of simpIifying assumptions the reasonabIeness of which canbe assessed
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only approximately. With these reservations in mind, the results

of the revised estimate of the consequences of s studded tyre pro-

hibition are set out in the following. The estimate relates to

the winter of 1979/80, and the monetary values are based on price

levels obtaining in l980.

The results have previously been presented in Swedish in a report

from the National Road Administration (28).
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2.1

TRAFFIC SAFETY

A studded tyre prohibition will affect traffic safety both directly

by virtue of the fact that drivers who now use studded styres will

have less traction* on ice roads, and indirectly by elimination of

 

the abrasive effectof studs on the road surface.

The direct effect on traffic safety

 

A comprehensive investigation of the direct effect of studded

tyres on accidents reported to insurance companies was carried

out in the winter of 1972/73 (2). It was revealed by this investi-

gation that vehicles equipped with studded tyres were represented

in a considerably smaller pr0portion of accidents than would have

been expected on the basis of their proportion of traffic, i.e.

the accident risk was lower for vehicles with studded tyres. It

was further found that this lower accident risk was most prominent

in weather conditions when ice/snow was usual on the roads.

In order to estimate the effects of, among other things, a prohi-

bition of studded tyres, a statistical model was develOped. With

the aid of this model, both the gross effect and the net effect

of a studded tyre prohibition are estimated. For the estimation

of the gross effect, it is considered that the entire difference

in accident risk which was observed between vehicles with studded

tyres and those with summer tyres is due to the difference in

tyres. For the estimation of the net effect, it is assumed that

only a certain proportion of the observed difference in accident

 

risk between vehicles with studded tyres and vehicles with summer

tyres is due to the difference in the tyres, while the remainder

is due to other factors which have to do with the use of studded

tyres. This point has been discussed extensively in conjunction

with studies abroad of the effects of studded tyres on road acci-

dents, and several authors consider that perhaps drivers who are

 

* The word traction is used both for the steering, braking and
driving ability of the tyres.
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in genera1 more carefu1 buy studded tyres to a greater extent than

the others. According to this view, the observed difference in

accident risk between vehic1es with and without studded tyres

wou1d overestimate the significance of studded tyres. In ca1cu

1ating the net effect, this risk of overestimation shou1d vanish.

The "true" studded tyre effect is considered to be somewhere be-

tween the net and gross effects.

If it is assumed that the effect, as far as the individua1 driver

is concerened, of using studded tyres instead of summer ones 1'5

the same in 1980 as in 1973* the mode1 described above can be

used to take into account the changes which have occurred in

traffic, accidents and the use of studs.

Tab1e 1. Estimated effect of a studded tyre prohibition on the
tota1 number of accidents reported to the po1ice in the
country as a who1e during the period October-Apri1.

 

Rura1 Urban

 

 

  

 

areas areas Total

Number of accidents

October-Apri1 14 000 21 000 35 000

Increase resu1ting Number Net 1 300 1 900 3 200
from studded tyre
prohibition Gross 3 100 4 000 7 100

3929992999 Net 9 9 9
Gross 22 19 20

   

 

  

* Obvious1y, this assumption is Open to doubt. According to infor
mation from the tyre manufactures, the average stud protrusion
has decreased over the past few years, and tyres with a reduced
number of studs are used to an increasing extent. This may have
reduced the difference in traction between studded tyres and
summer tyres compared with 1973. It was impossib1e to take this
into account quantitative1y when the increase in the number of
accidents due to a studded tyre prohibition was estimated.
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New information concerning the proportion of vehicle mileage

which is done by vehicles with studded tyres has been obtained

from a questionnaire survey carried out by the National Road

Administration in the winter of l979/8O (3). The results of the

revised estimate are given in table l.

It will be seen from the table that a prohibition of studded tyres

is estimated to result in an increase in the number of accidents

reported to the police by 3 200 7 lOO annually, which is 9-20 %

of the accidents during the seven "winter-months". These figures

should be compared with the previous estimate (l) which gave

2 l00 4 400 acCidents or 6-l4 % of the accidents during the

"winter months . The difference is partly due to the increased

number of vehicles fitted with studded tyres, and partly to the

greater number of accidents.

The estimate assumes that studded tyres are replaced by summer

tyres. A study from Minnesota (4) shows that the risk of causing

a skidding accident with unstudded winter tyres is about inter-

mediate between the corresponding risk for studded tyres and sum-

mer tyres. This also appears reasonable on the basis of the

traction of different tyres. These show that unstudded winter

tyres on smooth ice are most comparable to summer tyres, while

on rough ice and uncompacted snow/slush they are most comparable

to studded winter tyres. Quantification of the extent to which

a change from studded to unstudded winter tyres can reduce the

above increase in the number of accidents is difficult because

of the lack of knowledge concerning the relationships between

traction and accident risk. The issue of unstudded winter tyres

as an alternative to studded tyres is however discussed in

greater detail in Chapter 8.

Other assumptions concerning the estimate are that prohibition

of studded tyres will not change the total vehicle mileage and

that no other measures are taken to counteract the rise in the

number of accidents, such as a lowering of the speed limits.
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2.2

Since the studded tyre report was published, the way accidents

are priced has changed. Among other things, greater weight is

accorded to the humanitarian aspects, which has resu1ted in an

increase in accident cost in rea1 terms. According to a pre1imi-

nary proposa1 by the Nationa1 Road Administration (5), a reported

accident in rura1 areas shou1d be priced at SEK 210 000 in terms

of prices in 1980, which is to be compared whith the figure of

SEK 88 000 used in the studded tyres investigation, which re1ated

to 1974. The average urban area accident is priced in 1980 at

SEK 130 000, compared with SEK 44 000 in 1974. With the aid of

these figures and the rise in the number of accidents in Tab1e 1,

it is estimated that the cost to society of road accidents due to

 

prohibition of studded tyres wi11 be SEK 500-1 200 M in round

 

figures (1980 prices) due to the direct effect of studded tyres

on traffic safety.

The indirect effect on traffic safety

 

Prohibition of studded tyres may have an indirect effect on

traffic safety by virtue of the fact that studs affect the cha-

racter of the carriageway both when the road is covered with

ice/snow and when it is c1ear of snow.

On roads covered with ice, studs roughen up the ice surface whi1e

 

unstudded tyres po1ish it. As a resu1t, an icy road which is

traversed by vehic1es with studded tyres has a higher friction

than it wou1d have if it were traversed on1y by vehic1es without

Prohibition of studded tyres wou1d therefore 1ower

It shou1d

be noted that accordin to the investigations concerning road con-

ditions on nationa1 roads (11, 19), about 50 % of the tota1 ve-

hic1e mi1eage on icy or snowy roads is done in conditions in which

studded tyres.

the friction on icy roads, which reduces traffic safety.

studs shou1d exercise this roughening effect. It cannot there-

fore be ru1ed out that the deterioration in traffic safety resu1-

ting from a prohibition of studded tyres, due to the 1ess of the

roughening action of the studs, may be considerab1e.
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On an icy road traversed by studded traffic, the studs gradually

wear away the ice. Tracks clear of ice, with mounds of ice be-

tween them, are formed. It is impossible to decide whether such

road conditions are safer or more hazardous than ice surfaces

without bare tracks which would become more common after a studded

tyre prohibition.

Less abrasion of the road surfacing as a result of a studded tyre

prohibition may have an effect on traffic safety even when the

roads are clear of snow and ice, as shown by the following argu-

ment.

A reduction in surfacing abrasion results in less dirt on wind-

screens, headlights, road markings etc, which has a positive

effect on traffic safety, especially on wet roads and in the dark.

It is impossible to assess what this indirect effect implies in

terms of the number of accidents, but studies of the amount of

dirt thrown up in the spray and the reduction in visibility due

to this show that the reduction in visibility in "normal" condi-

tions can be considerable (20, 2l, 22).

Another indirect effect on traffic safety on roads clear of snow

and ice which may result from prohibition of studded tyres is due

to the significance which studs have in relation to the wet fric-

 

tion of a surfacing. During the summer traffic presses larger

stones in the surfacing down into the matrix, causing the surfa

cing to become smoother (worse macrotexture). The tyres may also

polish the stones in the surface, giving them a worse microtexture.

Studs can counteract both these negative effects, partly because

the Studs abrade binder and fines between the larger stones, and

partly because they strike small chips out of the stones (25).

Measurements made by the National Road and Traffic Research

Institute show that the wet friction of surfacings is highest in

the spring and lowest in the summer (l0). The difference in the

value of the coefficient of friction is in the order of O.l and

a considerable part of this difference is an effect of the studs.

What this indirect positive effect of the studs means in terms

of the number of accidents cannot be estimated.
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Apart from the fact that the expenditure of the road maintenance

authority on the maintenance of surfacings will decrease if studs

were prohibited (see Chapter 5), lesser abrasion of surfacings

will result in a change in surfacing standard. At the present

time, the most common cause of the laying of a new surfacing on

roads with traffic of high density is that tracks have been formed

in the old surfacing. The causes of this tracking are partly

studded tyres and partly the heavy traffic. Other types of damage

which require maintenance are cracking, puncture marks, unsuppor-

ted road edges and longitudinal irregularities in the surface.

 

Prohibition of studded tyres will increase the lives of those sur-

facings for which wear by studs at present constitutes the design

criterion. When these surfacings are no longer serviceable, the

reason for this may still be tracking caused by the heavy traffic.

On such surfacings, a reduction in the incidence of tracking after

a studded tyre prohibition cannot therefore be expected. If, on

the other hand, the surfacings and underlying courses are stable

and therefore not susceptible to the effect of heavy traffic, then

the life of the surfacing after prohibition of studded tyres will

be determined by other types of damage, such as cracks and longi-

tudinal irregularities. It may therefore be expected that the

result of a prohibition of studded tyres will be that tracks in

the carriageway will be less common while other types of damage

will be more usual.

It is difficult to decide what will be the effect on traffic safety

of the above change in surfacing standard after a prohobition of

studded tyres. Lesser incidence of tracking in surfacings should

counteract both aquaplaning accidents and certain types of ice/

snow accidents (9). 0n the other hand, uneven surfacings with

unsupported edges and an increased incidence of puncture marks

may have a negative effect on safety. At present it is not clear

what will be the overall effect of this change in surfacing stan-

dard. 0n the basis of the surveys of the state of surfacings

which the National Road Administration carries out, the National

Road and Traffic Research Institute has performed studies of the

possible relationships between accidents and the state of sur-
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l0

facings (6, 7). The results of these studies are that neither

the accident rate nor the proportion of accidents in wet condi-

tions appear to be affected by the state of the surfacings when

these are classified in the same way as in the previous surveys

of maintenance standard made by the National Road Administration.

It must be noted, however, that this classification has pronounced

subjective elements. The National Road Administration is there-

fore devel0ping a road surface tester vehicle (RST) which will be

used for the objective measurement of the state of surfacings.

The vehicle measures track depth, crossfall, possible water depth

in the track, friction and longitudinal surface irregularities (8).

The RST vehicle will greatly increase the scope for future quanti-

fication of the significance of different states of surfacing in

relation to road accidents. At the request of the Administration

the Institute has started studies concerning the behaviour of

vehicles and drivers on road with tracks in different weather

conditions, in order to elucidate, by indirect methods, the traffic

safety problems which may be associated with tracking in carriage

ways (9).

To sum up, it is likely that reduced wear of surfacings as a result

of a prohibition of studded tyres will lead to both an improvement

in traffic safety due to less dirt being thrown up by vehicles,

and to a deterioration of traffic safety due to a decrease in the

wet friction of surfacings. It is impossible to decide, on the

basis of present knowledge, what the overall effect of this will

be. However, the positive and negative effects are both, to a

large extent, associated with wet surfaces free of snow and ice.

It may therefore be of interest to make some guesses concerning

the magnitude of the traffic safety problems which at present are

associated with wet roads. According to studies carried out by

the Institute (ll), the accident rate on national roads on wet sur-

facings free of snow and ice is about 50 % higher than on dry sur-

facings free of snow and ice. If account is taken of the proportion

of the vehicle mileage which is done in wet road conditions, this

difference in risk implies that the number of accidents would be

reduced by 4-5 % if it were possible to eliminate all the increase

in risk. This may be considered to be the maximum scope for the im-

provement in traffic safety in wet conditions by means of different

measures.
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11

VEHICLE MOBILITY

Vehic1es fitted with studded tyres are driven 2-3 km/h faster on

roads covered with snow and ice than vehic1es with summer tyres

(23, 24). Some increase in journey times wi11 thus be a direct

effect of a prohibition of studded tyres. Anestimatecnithetnta1

increase in journey times for cars duringawinter season shows that

this is of the order of 1 - 1.5 M car hours per year. ThiS'h51ess

than 1/2 % of the tota1 journey time consumption during the winter,

and not more than about 1 % of the journey time consumption by ve

hic1es with studded tyres.

According to theonew time pricing rates pr0posed by the Nationa1

Road Administration (5), the above 1 - 1.5 M car hours represent

an annua1 increase in journey time costs for cars of about SEK 25 M

in terms of 1980 monetary va1ues. A sma11 additiona1costc =about

SEK 5 M occurs in the case of 1orries, and therefore the overa11

increase in journey time cost due to a studded tyre prohibition

may be estimated to be in the order of SEK 30 M, under Uneassump-

tion that the tota1 vehic1e mi1eage is not changed.

The above estimate is based on the assumption that traffic f1ow is

norma1 and that the absence of studs means on1y that speeds on

icy/snowy roads are a 1itt1e 1ower. In some instances, icy/snowy

road conditions wi11 prevent movement of traffic on the roads. It

is quite possib1e that these instances wi11 occur considerab1y

more frequent1y after studded tyres had been prohibited, un1ess

there is no increase in the present 1eve1 of skid prevention acti-

vitiy. On the who1e, however, it is 1ike1y that increases in jour-

ney time owing to traffic stOppages wi11 sti11 be sma11. It is

doubtfu1, however, whether such an argument has much re1evance.

These de1ays wi11 undoubted1y be considered by road users to be a

far greater nuisance than those resu1ting from speeds having to be

reduced in certain conditions.

At p1aces where skid prevention measures are not norma11y taken,

there wou1d be a direct deterioration in vehic1e mobi1ity in icy

and snowy road conditions as a resu1t of prohibition of studded
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tyres. Examples of such piaces are private roads, forest tracks,

garage accesses, parking p1aces, etc. What this deterioration im-

p1ies cannot be quantified.

The reduction in the amount of dirt thrown up be vehiciesud c iwiii

result from a prohibition of studded tyres may 1eadix>higherspeeds

and consequentiy reduced journey times, particuiariy ini uadarkand

on wet roads. The magnitude of this possible reduction in journey

times, resuiting from a prohibition of studded tyres, cannot be

quantified either.
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VEHICLE COSTS

A prohibition of studded tyres will result in a reductionc ivehicle

costs. The direct effect will be lower costs for those motorists

 

who now use studded tyres. At present these have to bear the cost

of studs, winter tyres and extra rims (capital costs), as well as

some increased running costs (wheel changes and higher petrol con-

sumption).

In order that these costs may be estimated, Unaalternative'U35tudded

tyres must be defined, and information must also be available con-

cerning the price and economic lift of studs, rims and tyres. The

estimate is based on the following assumptions.

l. Motorists who nowuse studded tyres will drive on summer tyres
all the year after studded tyres had been prohibited.

2. The life of a studded tyre is 30 000 - 40 000 km or 6-8 winter
seasons.

3. New studded tyres are fitted either with l00-l20 studs or with
50-80 studs. The "average" studded tyre has about 90 studs.

4. After l5 000 - 20 000 km or 3-4 winter seasons, about 50 new
studs are fitted on 20 % of the tyres fitted with the full num-
ber of studs and on 40 % of the tyres with a reduced number of
studs. This means that the "average" studded tyre is fitted
with about l5 new studs.

5. The life of a summer tyre is 40 000 km. This means 4 years in
present conditions and 2.7 years after a studded tyre prohibition .

6. The life of a rim is the same as that of the vehicle, i.e. l5
years.

7. Studs in new tyres cost SEK 0.40 each, and replacement studs
cost SEK 0.90 each.

8. The price of a new tyre (without rim and studs) is SEK 350 in
cluding the cost of fitting and balancing.

9. The price of a rim is SEK l30.

l0. The discount rate is 8 % (the same as that used in pricing acci-
dents in Chapter 2).

From the above data, the annual additional cost which an "average

studded tyre motorist" has today may be estimated at SEK l60 230.

If he decide to drive on summer tyres, he will no longer have this

 

cost after a studded tyre prohibition.
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The studded tyre user will also no longer incur the costs of wheel

changing and increased petrol consumption.

To have 4 wheels changed on a car costs about SEK 50 at a service

station. In order to avoid this annual cost of aboutSEK HMJ,most

motorists change their wheels themselves. If it is assumed that

every motorist spends about 80 minutes each year on changing his

wheels, the total time taken per winter is about 2.7 million man

hours, which is of the same order as the differences in journey

time due to vehicles with studded tyres being driven alittlefaster

on slippery roads, as described in Chapter 3. If time'kspriced in

the same way as in conjunction with recreational journeys (about

SEK 8 per man hour in 1980), the total cost of the time spent on

wheel changes is about SEK 10 per studded tyre car annually.

The petrol consumption of vehicles with studded winter tyres is

higher than that of vehicles with summer tyres. The results of

different studies vary. In the previous estimate it was assumed

that the average difference was about 5 %. Many tyre manufacturers

consider this figure to be far too high to be representative of

today s tyres (steel radials). After discussion with tyre experts

at the Institute, the previous difference is reduced from 5 % to

3 %. The increased petrol consumption is then about 30 million

litres per winter, or about l5 litres per car with studded tyres.

This is an additional cost of about SEK 45 per studded tyre car

each winter, in terms of prices obtaining in 1980.

Overall, therefore, the annual expenditure of a motorist who now

drives on studded tyres will drop by SEK 215 - 285 as a result of

a studded tyre prohibition.

From the point of view of the individual motorist, a reduction in

cost of SEK 2l5 - 285 annually is small in relation to the overall

motoring cost. It must also be noted that studs represent only about

one quarter of this figure. If, after a studded tyre prohibition,

a motorist decides to drive on unstudded winter tyres, most of the

expenditure (see Chapter 8) therefore remains.
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An annual cost of SEK 2l5 285 per studded tyre car implies an

overall cost of SEK 430 579 M annually, since there are about 2

million cars with studded tyres in the country. Of this sum, SEK

65 - 90 M is made up by indirect taxes which were previously not

taken into account in the estimates of the National Road Administra-

tion. However, according to the pr0posed new accident prices and

time rates used in Chapters 2 and 3, the indirect taxes are treated

in a way different from previous practice. It is therafore essen-

tial that the treatment should also be the same with regard to the

motoring costs.

The total annual reduction in cost resulting from a studded tyre

prohibition is between SEK 425 and 555 M for the car drivers who

use studded tyres today if the indirect taxes are dealt withirlthe

way proposed by the National Road Administration. To this sum must

be added lorries and buses. The reduction in motoring costs for

these can very approximately be estimated at about SEKZOTlannually.

The overall reduction in direct motoring costsiS'Uuu38EK445-575 M

annually in terms of prices in l980.

 

A prohibition of studded tyres will also affect motoring costs in-

 

directly in different ways. The increase in journey times to be

borne by motorists who drive on studded tyres today, owing to the

fact that they will drive a little less fast on slippery roads,

was estimated in Chapter 3. Apart from increased journey times, a

dr0p in speed will also result in lower motoring costs becauseepet-

rol consumption, tyre wear etc, will decrease. With the help of

reference l2 it can be estimated that this saving will amount to

about SEK 20 M annually.

A prohibition of studded tyres will also indirectlyaffect"Huacosts

of all motorists owing to a reduction in the amount of dirt thrown

up by vehicles. According to reference l3, cars are washed on ave-

rage about 20 times a year. Motorists spend about SEK l0 per car

wash and they generally wash their cars themselves. Ifit;isassumed

that a wash takes about 45 minutes and time is priced at SEK 8 per

hour (see page l4), then a car wash costs on average about SEK l6

in terms of l980 prices. It appears fairly reasonable to assume
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a prohibition of tyre studs, which wou1d 1arge1y e1iminate the ab-

rasion of road surfacings, wou1d make conditions so much c1eaner

in winter that two washes cou1d be omitted. This resu1ts in an

overa11 saving due to 1ess car washing of about SEK 100 M annua11y,

in terms of prices obtaining in 1980.

In an eximination of the previous cost estimate (1), Peter Bohm in

his book "In the interest of society?" (14) points out that certain

costs which can be ascribed to studded tyres have not been inc1uded

in the estimate. The 1argest item re1ates to head1ight washers

which Bohm estimates at about SEK 200 M annua11y in terms of prices

in 1977, when a11 vehic1es have been fitted with these (this is ob

1igatory from 1974 onwards). It is doubtfu1 whether this cost can

be ascribed to studded tyres. It is quite possib1e that head1ight

washers wou1d have been made ob1igatory even if studded tyres had

not been in use. In estimating the consequences of a studded tyre

prohibition, this cost is to be inc1uded as a reduction in the use

of resources on1y if it is assumed that vehic1es wi11 not be fitted

with head1ight washers after studded tyres have been prohibited.

This does not, however, appear rea1istic.

Another cost which Bohm inc1udes is the increased cost of c1eaning

windscreens due to the use of studded tyres, as a resu1t of greater

wear of windscreen wipers and an increased consumption of screen

washer 1iquid. This cost is guessed by Bohm to be in the order of

SEK 10 per car annua11y in terms of prices in 1974. 11 5;cost;appears

to be of the right order and must natura11y be inc1uded. In terms

of prices obtaining in 1980 it may be reasonab1e to work on the ba

sis of about SEK 20 per car annua11y, particu1ar1y if it is borne

in mind that screen washer 1iquid is a1so used for c1eaning head

1ights (the cost of this was inc1uded by Bohm in the above sum of

SEK 200 M). The sum of SEK 20 per car is equiva1ent to an annua1

decrease in cost of about SEK 60 M owing to a reduction in the

c1eaning of windscreens and head1ights.
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THE COSTS OF.ROAD MAINTENANCE

A prohibition of studded tyres will result in less wear of surfa-

cings and road markings and in a reduction of dirt thrown up by

vehicles. This means that the costs of road maintenance will

decrease provided that the standard of maintenance does not

increase.

The National Road Administration has estimated the order of magni-

tude of the reduction in road maintenance costs owing to'a prohibi

tion of studded tyres (l5). The estimate is based on a number of

assumptions, which are described below.

Strictly speaking, a correct cost estimate should be based on a

direct comparison of the costs of surfacing maintenance with and

without studded traffic, provided that the quality of surfacing

is largely the same in both cases. It is however hardly possible

to make such a comparison, as the relevant costs of maintenance

without the effect of road studs are not known.

The estimate was instead made on the basis of the measurements of

wear which were carried out by the National Road Administration.

The costs obtained were then, in order to check that they were

reasonable, related to the actual costs of surfacing maintenance.

Wheeltracks which are formed due to wear by studs and deformations

by heavy vehicles can be repaired according to the following two

distinct strategies for surfacing maintenance:

l. The strategy of reshaping + laying a wearing course

2. The strategy of reshaping

These two strategies result in surfacings of different qualities.

Strategy 1 implies a retention and possibly even some improvement

of today's surfacing quality. Strategy 2 means that wheeltracks

are repaired only by reshaping which may result in a gradual
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deterioration of the road system from the points of view of both

wear and deformation, which in turn implies that.costs are trans-

ferred from surfacing maintenance to the road users.

The present surfacing strategy of the National Road Administration

may be said to be intermediate between the above strategies, there

being however a considerable bias towards Strategy 2. Wheeltracks

are thus primarily repaired by reshaping and only to a lesser ex-

tent by proper resurfacing.

On the basis of information concerning the vehicle mileage by cars

with studded tyres (3) and measurements of surfacing wear during

the winter on different roads (16) the amount of surfacing abraded

by tyre studs may be estimated at 80 000 - l95 000 tons annually on

the national roads. When this amount is replaced by reshaping, it

is reasonable to assume that roughly twice this quantity is used

as it is not possible only to replace the material which has been

abraded. In terms of prices obtaining in l979, the cost of replac-

ing, by reshaping, l6O 000 390 000 tons annually is SEK 25-60 M.

In l979 the total amount spent on reshaping on the national road

system was SEK l30 M overall. It is reasonable to assume that

about SEK 30 M was used to repair unsupported edges, cracks, sur-

face defects etc, i.e. damage which is distinct from wheel tracks

in the carriageway. Repair of unacceptably deep wheeltracks thus

cost about SEK 100 M of which, according to the above estimate,

studs represented SEK 25 60 M, which is equivalent to SEK 30 65 M

in terms of prices in l980. This is therefore the cost which can

be ascribed to studded tyres on the national road system of Strate

gy 2 (reshaping) is used. If Strategy l (reshaping + a new wearing

course) is applied, then the corresponding cost may be estimated

at SEK 60-l35 M annually, a downward correction having been made

to allow for the improvement in stability which will result.

0n the basis of the present strategy applied by the National Road

Administration, the costs may be estimated at SEK 40-85 M annually,

which is therefore the saving in surfacing maintenance on the na-

tional paved road system which would be made in the present situa

tion if the use of studded tyres were to be prohibited. To this
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must be added a saving of about SEK 5 M owing to lesser wear of

road markings.

On the other paved roads in the country (municipal roads and grant-

aided municipal roads), vehicle mileage by vehicles with studded

tyres amounts to just under 50 % of that on the national paved

road system. Wear due to studded tyres is spread more unevenly in

urban areas than on rural roads. Onsectionsbetween road junctions

and traffic lights wear may be less than on rural roads carrying

the same amount of studded traffic. ThiS'hsdue'U)the lower speeds

in urban areas. In the vicinity of road junctions and traffic lights,

however, wear is considerably greater owing to turning, decelera-

ting and accelerating vehicles. Owing to the more difficult work-

ing conditions and the fixed levels (kerbs), the costs of surfacing

works are higher in urban areas than on rural roads. On the basis

of the wear on roads in the national system, and taking account of

the above special conditions, the costs on municipalenmlgrant-aided

municipal roads and streets can be estimated at SEK 25-45 M annually

in terms of prices obtaining in 1980, including the cost of the wear

of road markings.

The reduction in the cost of cleaning road signs, road edge reflec-

tors etc can be estimated at SEK 5-lO M annually for the country as

a whole.

Overall, therefore, the reduction in the costs of the road mainte-

nance authorities as a result of a studded tyre prohibition may be

estimated at SEK 75-l45 M annually in terms of l980 prices. This

must be compared with the estimate of about SEK 200 M annually, in

terms of prices obtaining in l974 (see Chapter l), which was made

in the studded tyre project. The large difference is due to the

fact that the strategy for surfacing maintenance has been changed,

new types of surfacing more resistant to studded tyres have been

deveTOped and the studded tyres of today abrade carriageways to a

lesser extent.
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A prohibition of studded tyres may also increase some of the

costs of the road maintenance authorities. Claims for use of

more sand and salt can be brought forward. In the last 5-years

plan for road maintenance (l982-86) (26) the National Road Admini-

stration has decreased the use of sand on roads with low traffic

volumes. This results in a cost reduction of about SEK 30-40 M

per annum. It is not probable that this reduction of the winter

maintenance level can be maintained after a prohibition of tyre

studs. This increase of the cost of skid prevention is not inclu-

ded in the summary of the consequences in Chapter 8 and 9. The

reason for this is that the estimated increase of the accidents

after a prohibition of studded tyres implies that no such maesures

will be accomplished. The present knowledge does not allow a

judgement of how the expected increase in skid prevention will

reduce the estimated increase of the accidents due to a studded

tyre prohibition.
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THE ENVIRONMENT

A prohibition of studded tyres will result in an improvement of

the environment by virtue of the fact that studded tyres exert an

influence on tyre noise and surfacing wear.

According to the studded tyre report (l), studded tyres, in com-

parison with summer tyres, cause an increase in tyre noise of

5-l0 dB(A) on smooth surfacings and 2-3 dB(A) on rough surface

dressings, relatively independently of the speeds. This is an

effect both of the studs and differences in tread pattern. In

more recent studies made in Norway (l7), studded and unstudded

winter tyres of the same type were compared. The conclusion of

these studies is that studs cause an increase in noise of 5-l0 dB(A),

i.e. the same order as the figures quoted above for smooth surfacings.

Recent studies performed in Sweden show that, in comparison with

summer tyres, studded winter tyres increase noise by about 3 dB(A)

on a bituminous surfacing at speeds ranging between 50 and 90 km/h.

Both the Norwegian and Swedish studies show that a reduction in the

number of studs from about lOO studs per tyre to about 50 studs per

tyre has no appreciable effect on the noise generated.

The Swedish results suggest that the increase in tyre noise caused

by studded tyres according to the Norwegian study (5-l0 dB(A) on

smooth surfacings) may be too large. Further investigations are

however needed before definite conclusions can be drawn.

The abrasion by studs of the carriageway may cause some negative

environmental effects. Pollution of air, surfacewater and ground-

water can occur. The representative of the National Environment

Protection Board in the previous mentioned studded tyre investiga-

tion was of the opinion that these negative effects on the inviron-

ment are relatively slight in comparison with other acceptable

community acitivities.
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However, it is possible that the dust in the air may increase to

an extent that will cause problems in the surroundings of streets

with large traffic volumes. An active researchproject in Japan

(27) indicate this. The results are however very preliminar and

the conditions in Japan are different from the conditions in

Sweden. Among other things the surfacing wear is many times

larger than in Sweden.
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SUMMARY OF THE CONSEQUENCES

The consequences due to a prohibition of studded tyres, which have

been estimated on the basis of the assumptions described in the

foregoing, are set out beTow. The effects marked "?" coqu not,

in many cases, be quantified, and in no instance has. it been possibTe

to put a monetary vaTue on these.

A.

A1.

A2.

A3.

A4.

A5.

NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES OF A STUDDED TYRE PROHIBITION

Monetary vaTue in SEK M/year
in terms of prices in 1980

An increase in the number of
accidents on icy/snowy roads
owing to the inferior traction*
of summer tyres. This in-
crease is estimated at
9-20 % of accidents during
October ApriT or 5-12 %
of accidents over the whoTe
year.

Reduced friction on icy roads ?
and on wet roads owing
to the absence of the
roughening effect of
tyre studs. This effect
can be considerabTe.

Increased journey times owing
to Tower speeds on icy/snowy
roads. The increase on pub-
Tic roads and streets is esti-
mated at about 0.5 % of the
totaT journey time consump-
tion during October ApriT.

approx.

Deterioration in vehicTe mo ?
biTity in pTaces which are
not normaTTy sanded (private
roads, exits and entrances at
budeings, forest tracks, etc).

Increase in number of traffic ?
stoppages owing to extremeTy
sTippery conditions.

T 0 T A L

 

500- -T 200

30

530- T 230 M + ?

The word traction is used both for the steering, braking and
driving abiTity of the tyres.
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B. POSITIVE CONSEQUENCES OF A STUDDED TYRE PROHIBITION

Monetary value in SEK M/year
in terms of prices in l980

Bl. Reduced motoring costs for dri- 465 -595
vers who now use studded tyres.

82. Reduced costs for car washing. approx. lOO
(About two washes less per car
per winter. Very rough estimate .)

B3. Reduced costs for cleaning approx. 60
windscreens and headlights .
(About SEK 20 per car per winter.
Very rough estimate.)

B4. Reduced costs for surfacing 60. 120
maintenance.

85. Reduced costs for maintenance lO« l5
of road markings.

B6. Reduced costs for washing of 5- l0
road sign etc.

B7. Improved traffic safety and/or ?
vehicle mobility owing to less
dirt being thrown up by vehic-
les. This effect can be consi-
derable.

B8. Reduced tyre noise. This reduc- - ?
tion is estimated at 3-10 dB(A).

89. Reduced pollution of air, sur ?
face water and ground water
owing to reduced amount of
abrasion products from carriage-
ways. This effect is cinsidered
to be moderate.

T O T A L 700- 900 M + ?

As will be seen from the above, the monetary values of the positive

and negative consequences of a studded tyre prohibition are of the

same order. This is a change from the previous estimate which gave

 

an overall national economic gain as the result of a studded tyre

prohibition. This difference is due to a number of factors, the

most important of which are:

0 higher price put on accidents in relative terms,

0 reduction in road wear.

It should also be noted that the reduction in costs which will be
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a consequence of a studded tyre prohibition will primarily benefit

studded tyre motorists themselves. Item Bl is the largest national

economic positive consequence of a studded tyre prohibition. In

addition to this, it can be roughly estimated that two thirds of

the costs under 82 and B3 are at present paid by the studded tyre

motorists.

It is also important to bear the following in mind when assessing

the various consequences:

0 No account has been taken of the loss of capital which may be
the consequence of a studded tyre prohibition unless transition
regulations are introduced which enable investments already made
in studded tyres to be utilised.

o The estimate assumes that the motorists who use studded tyres
today will decide to drive on their summer tyres in the winter
after a prohibition of studded tyres. The consequences of an
alternative which implies that those motorists who use studded
tyres at present will drive on unstudded winter tyres are dis-
cussed in outline in Chapter 8.

0 Item Al assumes that the use of studded tyres relative to that
of summer tyres has the same effect in reducing accidents in
l980 as in l973. It is possible that, in actual fact, the
difference between studded tyres and summer tyres is less today
because the reduction in the aggressivity of studs towards the
carriageway which has been noted may also have resulted in a re-
duction in traction on ice.

0 The estimate further assumes that winter road maintenance will
not change and that no special measures will be taken to counter-
act the expected increase in the number of accidents (for ins-
tance, reduced speed limits during the winter period).

0 It is assumed that the total vehicle mileage will not change as
a result of a studded tyre prohibition. If there is a reduction
in vehicle mileage then this may be interpreted to mean that the
increase in cost (inconvenience) resulting from a prohibition
of the use of studded tyres is considered by some motorists in
certain situations to be so large that the cost exceeds the be-
nefit. This implies, in principle, that the estimate of the
increased costs (which is dependent on length of driving) has
been marginally overestimated.

o It must finally be pointed out that many effects could not be
given a monetary value. The range of monetary values which have
been assigned on the basis of present knowledge is also wide.
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DISCUSSION OF UNSTUDDED WINTER TYRES AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO STUDDED

TYRES

At present, motorists decide either to use studded tyres or summer

tyres in the winter. After a prohibition of studded tyres, it is

probabTe that some of today s studded tyre motorists wiTT use un-

studded winter tyres in the winter. Measurements of friction show

that unstudded winter tyres have about the same traction on

smooth ice, as summer tyres, whiTe on rough ice they have trac-

tion which is intermediate between that of summer tyres and

studded tyres (18). If the ice surface is very rough, for in-

stance a thin Tayer of ice on arough surface dressing, or if the

carriageway is covered with sTush or uncompacted snow, then there

is no significant difference between studded and unstudded winter

tyres.

There is onTy one investigation in which it has been possibTe to

isoTate the effect of studs on the risk of an accident in snowy

and icy conditions. This is from Minnesota, dates from 1971, and

is based on a very smaTT accident materiai (4).

The most important resuTts of this investigation wiTT be seen from

figure 1.
2.8 Risk for a skidding

accident (203)

      

   

   

2 6 Summer tyres1 Accidents] journey time)

Unstudded winter

tyres

(68)

Studded tyres

 

 

Small Patches Greater All proportion of

fine Egg covemd snow and ice
on the road

surface

Figure 1. Variations in the risk of causing a skidding accident,
for different types of tyre, as a function of road con-
ditions. The figures in brackets indicate the number on
which the estimate is based.
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The figure shows that the probability of causing a skidding acci-

dent is greatest for those motorists who use summer tyres and least

for those who use studded tyres. Unstudded winter tyres lie about

midway between these risks.

If, in spite of the great uncertainty in generalising from this in-

vestigation, it is assumed that half the accident reducing effect

of studded tyres in comparison with summer tyres can be ascribed

to studs, the consequences of some studded tyre motorists choosing

unstudded winter tyres after a studded tyre prohibition can be dis-

cussed. An estimate has been made for the extreme alternative in

which all users of studded tyres will choose unstudded winter tyres.

This estimate should be regarded only as an exercise.

 

A. NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES OF A STUDDED TYRE PROHIBITION IF ALL

TODAY'S STUDDED TYRE MOTORISTS CHOOSE UNSTUDDED WINTER TYRES

Monetary value in SEK M/year
in terms of prices in l980

Al. Increase in the number of acci- 250 - 600
dents on icy/snowy roads due to
inferior traction of unstudded
winter tyres. This increase is
estimated at 5 l0 % of accidents
during October-April, or 3~6 % of
accidents during whole year.

 

A2. Reduced friction on icy roads ?
and on wet roads, owing to
absence of the roughening
effect of tyre studs. This
effect can be considerable.

A3. Increased journey times owing to approx. l5
lower speeds on icy/snowy roads.
The increase on public roads and
streets is estimated at about 0.2
% of the total journey time con-
sumption during October April.

A4. Deterioration in vehicle mobility ?
in places which are not normally
sanded (private roads, exits and
entrances at buildings, forest
tracks, etc).

A5. Increase in number of traffic ?
stoppages owing to extremely
slippery conditions.

T o T A L - 265 - 6l5 M/year + ?
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POSITIVE CONSEQUENCES OF A STUDDED TYRE PROHIBITION IF ALL

TODAY'S STUDDED TYRE MOTORISTS CHOOSE UNSTUDDED WINTER TYRES

Monetary value in SEK M/year
in terms oprrices in 1980

Reduced motoring costs for dri- ll5 - l35
vers who now use studded tyres.

Reduced costs for car washing. lOO
(About two washes less per car
per winter. Very rough estimate.)

Reduced costs for cleaning wind-
screens and headlights. (About
SEK 20 per car per winter. Very
rough estimate.)

Reduced costs for sunfacing 6O
maintenance.

Reduced costs for maintenance

of road markings.

Reduced costs for washing of
road signs etc.

Improved traffic safety and/or ?
vehicle mobility owing to less
dirt being thrown up by vehicles.
This effect can be considerable.

Reduced tyre noise. This reduc- ?
tion is less than for the summer
tyre alternative.

Reduced pollution of air surface ?
water and ground water owing to
reduced amount of abrasion pro-
ducts from carriageways. This
effect is considered to be moderate.

T 0 T A L

approx.

approx. 60

- 120

350 440 M/year + ?

It will be seen from this estimate that, in this case also, the

positive and negative consequences of a studded tyre prohibition

are of the same order. The negative consequences on which a mone-

tary value has been put are reduced by SEK 265 6l5 M annually owing

to the expected rise in the number of accidents being halved. The

positive consequences are reduced by SEK 350-460 M annually owing

to the fact that the extra motoring cost associated with an addi

tional set of tyres remains.
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